When a fish comes in contact with a trawl, the probability of its capture may depend on its size, a process that has been called ''contact selection''. Estimating capture probability as a function of size is important to properly interpret data from demersal trawl surveys. Previous investigations of contact selectivity of trawls have largely been in the context of mesh retention in commercial fisheries. We extended estimation methods established for retention to account for the more complex capture processes that occur at the footrope. We used a hierarchy of parametric curves, based on the exponential logistic function, to distinguish among forms that represent different fish capture mechanisms. Parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood methods and models were selected based on a sequence of likelihood ratio tests. The cubic spline scatterplot smoother was used as a non-parametric alternative. Scatter plot smoothers are free of three assumptions critical to maximum likelihood estimation of contact selectivity: that the selectivity has a specific functional form, that the fates of individual encountered fish are independent; and that size dependent probabilities of capture are independent among length classes. Mechanisms are suggested that might explain the form of the footrope capture process identified by contact-selectivity estimation. The benefits and limits of each estimation strategy are discussed.
Introduction
When a fish comes in contact with a demersal trawl, the probability of its capture may depend on its size. Millar and Fryer (1999) have called this process ''contact selection'' (as opposed to ''available selection'' in which the probability that a fish of a given size is available to encounter the trawl). Contact selectivity has been examined from two distinct perspectives, depending on whether the trawl is used for commercial fishing or a stock assessment survey. For commercial trawls, selectivity has been viewed as a retention process, controlled by the escapement of fish through the codend meshes (Millar and Walsh, 1992; Suuronen and Millar, 1992; Isaksen and Lokkeborg, 1993) . Mathematical models describing this form of selectivity (Fryer, 1991; Millar, 1992 Millar, , 1993 are monotonically increasing functions of fish size and have an asymptote of unity because passage through a mesh opening is ultimately prevented when a fish is sufficiently large. A number of parametric curvefitting approaches have been proposed that meet these criteria, as well as at least two non-parametric approaches (Millar, 1993; Skalski and Perez-Comas, 1993) .
For survey trawls, however, contact selectivity is believed to be controlled primarily by escapement of fish under the footrope because the codends of such trawls are typically lined with small mesh. Footrope selectivity is potentially more complicated and varied than codend retention selectivity because footropes often offer escape routes with a variety of dimensions and fish may possess species-and size-specific responses to the approaching footrope. Mathematical models used for codend retention are therefore not always sufficiently flexible to describe the footrope selectivity of survey trawls and need to be extended to forms appropriate for a wider variety of capture processes.
In this paper we present such an extension, using a nested hierarchy of parametric models, each model representing a different capture process. The models are variants of the logistic function, which is commonly used to model mesh selectivity, but the most complex form permits the capture rate to first increase and then decline with incresing fish size. We used a likelihood approach, based on methods described by Millar (1992) , to select the form most appropriate to a particular set of selectivity data. The nested hierarchy of curves allowed us to use likelihood ratio tests to determine the curve best supported by the data.
A drawback of a parametric curve is that it may not fit the data well. Millar (1993) applied several parametric models, all of the appropriate general form, to scallop retention data and found that none of them fit acceptably well. Non-parametric methods have been employed in an effort to avoid the assumption of a specific functional form and suffering the attendant model error (Millar, 1993; Skalski and Perez-Comas, 1993) . However, in neither case was an assumption of form wholly avoided. Instead, the assumption of monotonic increase to an asymptote of unity, typical of mesh retention scenarios, was merely relaxed so that specific curves need not be assumed.
As an alternative to the parametric approach we investigated a scatterplot smoother, the cubic spline. Scatterpot smoothers imply no assumptions at all about form and provide the flexibility to model all the possible footrope capture processes, reducing model error further. A scatterplot smoother has the added advantage that it can be estimated without having to assume that each fish encountered is an independent Bernoulli event or that capture rates among size classes are independent. These assumptions are necessary for the maximum likelihood method commonly used to estimate and select parametric models of selectivity curves. That each fish is an independent capture event seems improbable under many circumstances, especially for highly aggregated or schooling species. Scatterplot smoothers allow estimation of contact selectivity without having to make these particular independence assumptions.
We illustrate these procedures with four examples taken from footrope selection experiments. The data in our examples were collected under relatively controlled conditions, in particular, during daylight hours and from limited areas in an attempt to restrict effects due to factors such as substrate or water temperature. Caution has been urged toward applying experimental results to survey data . The same caution should be exercised in applying the footrope capture probabilities estimated in our illustrations since potentially important sources of variation are absent from these data.
Methods

Data for the examples
We shall give examples of the forms of the footrope selectivity curve represented by the functions in the hierarchy of logistic functions. Data for our examples come from three experiments following the auxiliary net methods of Engås and Godø (1989) and Walsh (1992) . Data for each example come from separate experiments, no data were mixed. Experimental methods are discussed in greater detail elsewhere (Munro et al., 1997) but a brief description is necessary here. The experiments were conducted in the Bering Sea and the Gulf of Alaska in 1996 and 1997. The purpose of these experiments was to estimate footrupe selectivity for two kinds of standardized sampling trawls used in annual groundfish surveys conducted by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The polyethylene nor'eastern is a high rise trawl fit with roller gear for fishing on harder grounds (Munro and Hoff, 1995) . The 83-112 Eastern is a low rise trawl with a bare footrope intended for fishing on the smooth grounds common to the eastern Bering Sea (Armistead and Nichol, 1993) . Auxiliary nets were customized and affixed beneath and behind the footropes of the standard trawls. The auxiliary nets were designed to fish with very close ground contact in an effort to capture all fish that escaped under the footrope of the trawl and all our estimates are based on the assumption that the auxiliary nets did that. Each experimental tow followed the standard fishing procedures used in survey tows (Armistead and Nichol, 1993; Munro and Hoff, 1995) . In particular, tow duration was 15 minutes from first bottom contact to haul back, and speed was three knots over the ground. In each tow, fish length was measured to the nearest centimeter for every individual in both trawl and auxiliary net, the former representing ''captured'' fish and the latter representing ''escapees''. The data are summarized in Table 1 .
Parametric model development
In the simplest model of the footrope capture process, the proportion of fish that pass over the footrope (and are caught) is constant, independent of length l. This model can be written as r 1 (l )=k or, to conform to the form of the nested hierarchy of models that follow, defining as =ln(k/1 k), the model can be rewritten as The next model in increasing complexity is one in which the capture probability increases monotonically with fish size to an asymptote of unity. The logistic function with an asymptote at unity has been among the functions commonly considered when modeling such a process (Fryer, 1991; Millar, 1992; Millar, 1993) . It is given by where and are parameters defining the curve.
The third model describes a footrope capture process in which the probability of capture increases monotonically to an asymptote less than unity. An extension of the logistic function with a variable asymptote is where the added parameter, , is the asymptote and is constrained such that ∈(0,1).
The most complex model represents a capture process in which the capture rate increases to a maximum then decreases with increasing size, allowing for the possibility that larger fish might be better able to escape at the footrope. A model with these properties is the exponential logistic function (Thompson, 1994): where the added parameter, , determines the degree to which the right tail of the curve descends.
This suite of curves forms a nested hierarchy. Model r 3 (l ) is a special case of r 4 (l ) in the limit as approaches zero. Model r 2 (l ) is a special case of r 3 (l ) when =1; model r 1 (l ) is a special case of r 2 (l ) when =0. The footrope capture process remains unknown for most species. However, when we discuss our results, we will suggest mechanisms that might result in the four kinds of selectivity curves represented in this hierarchy of functions.
Fitting parametric models to data
Maximum likelihood estimation provides a general strategy for choosing a model of the selectivity curve and for estimating its parameters (Millar, 1992; Millar, 1993) . Each fish encountering the trawl is assumed to be an independent Bernoulli event, the outcomes being capture (i.e. ''success'') or escape (i.e. ''failure''). This assumption is made so that the number of fish captured in each length category, given the total number encountered in that category, can be treated as binomially distributed. Then the log-likelihood function for the data takes the form:
where l=fish length in centimeters, r(l )=Pr[capture length=l], n l,capture =number of fish of length l that were captured, and n l,escape =number of fish of length l that escaped. Each model is fit to numbers of captured and escaped fish in each length category by minimizing the negative of the log-likelihood function.
In our examples, models were fit hierarchically, substituting the equation for each model of r(l ) into the log likelihood function. The most parsimonious model supported by the data was determined with likelihood ratio tests (Hilborn and Mangel, 1997, p. 153) . This was done by comparing the most complex model to the next most complex sequentially through the hierarchy of models. Significance of the likelihood ratio was evaluated using a Chi-square statistic with degrees of freedom equal to the difference of the number of parameters in each model being compared.
We fit the models to data pooled across tows within an experiment, effectively treating the data as if having come from a single tow. As Millar (1993) points out, this eliminates the possibility of estimating variance due to variation among tows. Fryer (1991) shows that failing to account for variation among tows may lead to mistaken conclusions regarding treatments intended to affect selectivity, under the assumption that the same functional form is valid for different data sets. However, we are not comparing data sets; rather we are selecting from among four curves that one that is best supported by the single data set. Having selected the curve, we followed Millar's example and used bootstrapping techniques (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) to emulate variation among tows, from which we determined 95% confidence intervals about the estimates of capture probability. The resampling was done tow by tow, the number of tows drawn, with replacement, being equal to the number of tows in the data set. We did not resample length data within each tow since all individuals had been measured in all tows. For each length bin, the numbers of captures and escapes were then pooled across the tows. From the resampled data, new parameter values were estimated by fitting the model selected with the original data set. The new parameter values were used to calculate new capture probability estimates for each length bin. After repeating this process 1000 times, empirical 95% confidence intervals were estimated for the mean capture rate in each length bin.
Selecting and fitting the scatterplot smoother
The cubic spline smoother (Haerdle, 1990) was the scatterplot smoother of choice. Among scatterplot smoothers, the cubic spline is commonly employed and has several useful features (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990) . It approximates the desirable smoothing properties of kernel smoothers but is computationally cheaper, which is important for large simulations. Weighting of observations is easy and natural with the cubic spline. Also, determination of the appropriate smoothing parameter, or bandwidth, is easy to understand in terms of the function being fit to the spanned data. We used crossvalidation to allow the data to automatically determine the smoothing parameter.
As in the parametric curve fitting, the data were pooled across tows and the smoother was fit as if the observations came from a single tow. However, where the likelihood function was fitted to individual fish, the smoother was fitted to the observed probabilities of capture at each centimeter of length. The observed capture probabilities were weighted by the number of fish observed in each length bin. Again, 95% empirical confidence bounds were determined by bootstrapping in the manner described above for the parametric approach.
Results
A constant capture probability, r 1 (l ), was typified by the selectivity of the 83-112 Eastern trawl for rock sole ( Table 2 ). The constant capture rate was estimated to be high (Table 3 ). The parametric estimate fit the observations well in the middle of the size range but poorly in the extremes (Figure 1 ), though 95% bootstrap confidence bounds suggest low variance of the estimate. The cubic spline smoother produced a similar fit, with little curvature, though the variance of the smoothed estimates appeared to be higher, especially in regions of sparse data (Figure 2) .
A capture probability that monotonically increases to an asymptote, r 3 (l ), was exemplified by the selectivity of the Nor'eastern trawl for arrowtooth flounder ( Table 2) . The model estimated for this species had an asymptote of approximately 0.96 (Table 3 ). The parametric curve overestimated the capture probability of small size classes (<20 cm) where the data were sparse (Figure 1 ) but also appeared to suffer slight model error in length ranges that had many observations, underestimating between 22-26 cm, overestimating between 30-45 cm. Variances of parametrically estimated capture probabilities were low, as indicated by the bootstrapped 95% confidence regions (Figure 1 ). The cubic spline smoother, in the length range in which most arrowtooth flounder were caught, did not exhibit noteworthy model error [Figure 2(b) ] and appeared to have low variances of the estimates as indicated by the bootstrapped confidence regions. The smoother did overestimate probability of capture for very small fish (<10 cm) though in this region of few observations, and high variance, the bootstrapped confidence bounds included zero. The smoother indicated that probability of capture decreased with size for fish greater than 57 cm in length. This was again a region of few observations and high variance and here the bootstrapped confidence bounds included unity for most of the range.
Rex sole, as encountered by the Nor'eastern trawl, also exhibited a footrope selectivity curve that increased monotonically to an asymptote (Table 2 ). For this species and net, however, the asymptote was clearly less than unity ( =0.87) and is more typical of those species we examined that had asymptotic selectivity curves (Table 3) . Model error appeared minimal [ Figure 1(c) ] except for fish greater than 45 cm (a length range with very few observations) and variances were low, as indicated by the bootstrapped confidence regions. The form estimated by the cubic spline smoother was very similar to its parametric counterpart [Figure 2(c) ]. Signs of model error were few for the smoother and bootstrapped confidence regions indicated low variance except for fish greater than 45 cm, a range in which the confidence regions increased to include unity.
A process in which capture probability declines among larger fish was typified by the selectivity of the Nor'eastern trawl for flathead sole. Likelihood ratio tests showed that the exponential logistic function, r 4 (l ), was clearly best supported by the data (Table 2) . A maximum capture rate of approximately 0.81 was observed at a length of 33 cm and a descending right limb was implied by an estimate for of approximately 0.31 (Table 3) 
Discussion
The nested hierarchy of parametric curves presented here extends the established approaches to selectivity modeling and estimation, allowing four possible capture processes to be considered. We must note that we can only speculate on the mechanisms that lie behind different capture processes. Nonetheless, the examples given here demonstrate that, regardless of the mechanisms, very different forms of selectivity curves exist, implying a variety of footrope capture processes.
The first process, represented by constant probability of capture across the size range, was found in the selectivity of the 83-112 Eastern trawl for rock sole. This is consistent with the design of the 83-112 Eastern trawl, which was intended to eliminate escape under the footrope. It seems likely that sufficiently close ground contact would provide little opportunity for escape, regardless of the size of the fish and how any behavioral response might vary in effectiveness with size. If so, then capture probabilities in all sizes would be very close to unity and the selectivity curve would, for all practical purposes, be indistinguishable from a constant across the size range. The next two processes are represented by probabilities of capture that increase monotonically to an asymptote equal to one in the first case, less than one in the second. The form implied by the logistic functions, r 2 (l ) and r 3 (l ), seems to be common and should be considered valid. An asymptotic form was best supported by the data for selectivity of arrowtooth flounder and rex sole by the nor'eastern trawl, according to the likelihood ratio tests, as well as for other species in the experiments from which these examples were taken (Munro et al., 1997) . The asymptotic form was also strongly indicated by Engås and Godø (1989) for Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) and by Walsh (1992) for cod (G. morhua), American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), and thorny skate (Raja radiata). Capture probabilities would increase monotonically to an asymptote if small fish simply fit through gaps under the footrope more easily than large fish. The footrope on the nor'eastern trawl provides just such gaps between bobbins which are spaced apart by cookie disks. However, fish behavior may also contribute to mechanisms that result in monotonic increase of footrope capture probabilities. For instance, a species may respond to the footrope in a way that increases vulnerability, such as rising off the bottom to a position that permits easier passage into the net. The ability to so respond may be more pronounced or more effective as size increases. Then larger individuals, being, presumably, stronger swimmers, would rise more quickly and more often pass over rather than under the footrope. Smaller individuals might not be able to rise as quickly and would be more often overridden.
An asymptote of unity implies that there is no escape for individual fish larger than a certain size. This form is the same as that of mesh retention selectivity. In the capture mechanism for mesh retention individuals escape through gaps (the meshes) based strictly on their size. For footrope selectivity it is reasonable to expect an asymptote less than unity in a monotonically increasing curve since the footrope is a dynamic element of the trawl with fluctuation in the openings through which fish must fit. As the footrope occasionally (or often) bounces over obstacles, larger-than-normal gaps will form temporarily, providing brief opportunities for even the largest fish to escape. Consistent with this expectation, we could not find a species with an asymptote of unity.
The last capture process, in which probability of capture increases with length to a maximum and then decreases thereafter, was clearly supported by the data, according to the likelihood ratio test, in the case of the nor'eastern trawl's selectivity of flathead sole. Walsh (1992) found a similar selectivity pattern for yellowtail flounder (Pleuronectes ferrugineus). Again, the mechanism that generates this form of size selection is unknown. However, it is possible that some species respond to disturbance or threat by burying or hugging tightly to the sea floor. If so, then stronger swimmers, which are most likely the larger individuals, may be better able to get sufficiently close to the bottom before the footrope passes them by. Regardless of the mechanism, the form of the capture process implied by the exponential logistic function appears to be real and needs to be taken into account when interpreting survey catch data. For species with this form, the absence of large fish from survey catches may not be solely due to mortality or age-related migratory patterns.
This suite of curves, and the method for selecting among them, provides a way to rigorously identify the underlying footrope capture process. However, the Dashed tails of each selectivity curve denote length bins below and above the minimum and maximum lengths observed with greater than five fish. models and the selection process are somewhat ad hoc and may have limits. Tow-to-tow variation was used for estimating error in estimated capture probabilities only after the best model had been selected. It may be that the form of footrope selectivity varies from tow to tow, an element of uncertainty that is currently ignored in the likelihood ratio tests, which are based on data pooled across tows. This particular hierarchy of curves is also limited. A potentially interesting capture process is left out of consideration, in which capture probabilities first decline to a minimum as size increases and then increase with size thereafter. This form has been noted in auxiliary net data (Somerton and Otto, 1999) . To actually estimate capture rates with one of these parametric curves is to make an assumption about form that goes well beyond the general shape of the capture process since, in addition to model error, other problems might also arise due to the rigidity of the logistic functions in the hierarchy. For instance, a model with an asymptotic fit might be selected over the exponential logistic even though capture probabilities do decline with size among larger fish. This mistaken model selection might occur if the decline has a different form from that particular to the exponential logistic.
The arrowtooth flounder example demonstrates how ambiguity might result from this mismatch between the form of the function and the underlying form of the capture process. In this case, the model selection procedure allowed us to discriminate between capture processes that produced asymptotic or declining capture rates among large fish. The asymptotic model was selected despite four observed low values of capture rate among fish longer than 65 cm (Figure 1 ), a region of sparse observations. Selecting against the exponential logistic supports the notion that the four reduced capture rates were the consequence of encountering very few large fish and were not a reflection of an underlying capture process. However, the vast majority of encountered arrowtooth flounder came from the length range that had a clear asymptotic form (8294 fish between 20-60 cm, only 62 fish greater than 60 cm). If there really was a decline among large fish, but not of a form sufficiently close to that of the exponential logistic, then the model selection procedure might have been tricked by the rigidity of the parametric models, as specified by the great weight of data in the ''asymptotic'' portion of the length range. Declining capture rates among large fish were indeed indicated by the cubic spline smoother [Figure 2(b) ], though its variance for fish greater than 60 cm was great enough that the bootstrapped confidence bounds included one.
The ambiguity in both parametric and nonparametric models is further clouded in the arrowtooth flounder example by a paucity of observations in the extremes of the length range. If it is important to draw inference about the underlying capture process then it is important to get many observations over the entire length range, especially in the extremes. In all four of our examples we have used dashed lines (Figures 1 and  2 ) to portray regions in which curves estimated based on the bulk of the data have been, in essence, projected into regions of sparse data. In these regions the form of the capture process may not be well described by any model and the estimates of capture probabilities should be considered to be uncertain. The cubic spline smoother appeared to represent this uncertainty more realistically than the rigidity of the logistic function allows, based on the smoother's broader confidence intervals where the data were sparse.
The cubic spline smoother forced no assumption about the functional form of the footrope capture process. Consequently, the smoother did not suffer model error to the same degree as the corollary logistic function in all four of our examples. However, smoothers are not a panacea for error due to lack of fit. Model error attends scatterplot smoothers by way of the smoothing parameter, the choice of which is a matter of balancing bias and variance. The broader the span dictated by the smoothing parameter, the smoother the resultant curve but the poorer the fit, that is, the variance is lower but bias is higher. A more jagged curve, with lower bias but higher variance, results from a narrow window. Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) have expressed dissatisfaction with automatic window selection, including cross-validation, and claim that others have encountered similar problems. Our use of cross-validation, however, produced nonparametric selectivity curves that fit the data well and had low variance, except in the extremes of length ranges. Error in these regions could be reduced with more observations over more of the length range. Error due to intrinsic lack of fit by parametric curves could not be improved simply by making more observations.
Parameter estimation for the logistic curves, in common with many efforts to estimate selectivity, depends on two assumptions: (1) For a given length, each fish encountered is an independent Bernoulli trial with equal probability of capture. (2) Given the number of encounters in each length bin, the number caught is independent of the proportion caught in any other length bin. The first assumption implies that the number of captured fish in a given number of encounters is binomially distributed. The second assumption permits the likelihood function to be the simple product of binomial density functions. Both assumptions need to be validated whenever selectivity data consist of total catches of captured and escaped fish rather than observations of individuals because neither may hold for plausible capture processes. We can speculate, for example, that for a schooling species the encounter event is between the school and the trawl and is not defined by individuals responding to the gear. Neither assumption may hold in this situation. If group behavior alters the vulnerability of individuals to capture, it is not valid to assume the number of captures is binomially distributed in each length. If schools are organized in space according to size then numbers caught in one length class are not independent of numbers caught in other length classes and the likelihood function can no longer be conveniently specified. Unfortunately, direct verification of these assumptions is likely to be technically challenging, expensive, or even impossible under many circumstances.
Scatterplot smoothers, which can be specified such that they are free of these assumptions of independence, provide an alternate estimation strategy to augment maximum likelihood estimation of parametric curves. Consistent conclusions between smoothers and parametric models would suggest the assumptions about independence are valid. This was the case in all four of our examples, the cubic spline smoother and the logistic function producing quite similar curves and error structures in each case, except in the observationpoor extremes of the length range. Violation of the assumptions regarding independence may not lead to a dramatic conflict between smoother and parametric modeling results. Instead, violation of these assumptions might be masked as model error or result in improper estimates of variance by a parametric model. Decisions to ignore parametric results should be based on reasonable or supportable notions about the capture process itself. If arguments against the validity of the independence assumptions cannot be refuted, then the scatterplot smoother provides an alternative estimate of selectivity.
Choosing between the parametric and non-parametric curves presented here depends on the end toward which the estimated selectivity curve is to be used. The parametric approach would be preferred if inference regarding the capture process is important. Also, the rigidity of these variants of the logistic function may be an advantage whenever it is more important to estimate change in the capture process rather than estimate the selectivity itself, since changes in the parameter estimates are both estimable and easily interpretable. For example, in experiments, these advantages can be used to test and evaluate perturbation to the form of the capture process since effects of such factors as towing speed, net configuration, substrate type, sea state, fish density, temperature, or diel changes in behavior patterns can be more readily modeled, tested, and explained. The cubic spline smoother would be preferred when the underlying capture process has a form that is not represented by a parametric curve, when assumptions about the independence of individual encounters or observations in length classes are inappropriate, or when bias due to model error must be minimized. For example, the smoother would be the choice if observations of length-specific, area-swept catch per unit effort were to be transformed into measures of true fish density for purposes of estimating true abundance.
